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Installing your new grille is very simple! The same process applies to each of the different
versions of the Sequoia and Tundra Grilles

1. Open the hood and remove the Grille Bolts that hold the stock grille to the vehicle.
2. Remove the two bolts that hold the hood latch to the grille. Note the orientation of the

hood latch for easier replacement later.
3. If necessary, remove the hood latch bracket on the stock grille. It is held on with two

screws. Once removed, screw it in to the new grille at the provided location.

4. Attach the ‘TOYOTA’ Emblem to the back of the grille with the 4 provided screws inside
the box with the Emblem.
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5. Apply the weatherstripping, if needed/desired, on the upper portion of the grille. We
include these with grilles that require them and offer it free of charge for anyone who did
not receive one.

6. Place the STOCK studs in the slots along the back of the grille. The provided studs
should only be used if you are missing stock studs as they can cause a gap along the
top of the grille. If you need to use the included studs, we recommend placing them on
the two side mounting locations for the best fitment.

7. Reattach the grille to the vehicle using the nuts you removed in step 1.
8. Reattach the hood latch using the bolts you removed in step 2. If you are having trouble

getting them to line up, thread one bolt in without fully tightening to allow wiggle room to
feed the remaining bolt in. Tighten once both bolts are threaded in.

Boom! Your new grille is now installed! Take a step back and enjoy the new look of your vehicle!
Please share

Raptor Light Install

Wiring can be scary, but we make it easy for you with the included fuse tap!

1. Insert the raptor lights into the grille. You may have 3 or 4 raptor lights and the
corresponding harness depending on grille model.

2. Attach the harness to the lights and secure it along the inside of the hood, to the driver
side fender well, then to the battery. Do not leave the wires hanging as they may be
clipped and damaged by the engine.

3. The black wire, which is GROUND, should be connected to either the negative battery
terminal or the factory ground bolt, located next to the battery. The bolt should be
loosened, the wire wrapped around the bolt, and re-tightened.

4. The red wire, which is POWER should be crimped inside the included blue crimp sleeve,
attached to the fuse tap, with wire crimpers or a strong
set of pliers. Ensure the wire is securely inside the crimp
sleeve.

5. The fuse tap can go to a few different locations. We
recommend to tap it into the TAIL fuse. The TAIL fuse
has power when the tail lights, parking lights,
headlights, or running lights are on.

a. Some models may have a separate DRL fuse.
This fuse can also be used.

6. To find the specific location of your TAIL or DRL fuse,
please use this guide below:



a. Sequoia: https://fuse-box.info/toyota/toyota-sequoia-2001-2007-fuses
b. Tundra Access Cab/Standard Cab:

https://fuse-box.info/toyota/toyota-tundra-2000-2006-fuses-and-relay
c. Tundra Double Cab:

https://fuse-box.info/toyota/toyota-tundra-2004-2006-fuses-and-relay
7. Once located, remove the fuse and insert the fuse tap. Replace the fuse you removed in

the slot located on the side of the fuse tap. Insert a spare fuse of the same amperage
rating (denoted as a number on top of the fuse) into the remaining slot.

Boom! Now you’re really done! Enjoy the new look and please share pictures with us on
social media- we LOVE to see them and you may be featured!
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